IAWG 2015 Activity Areas

IAF 'Globalization'
- Tracking and Monitoring Alignment with Multi- or International-Level-Equivalent frameworks
- Tracking and Monitoring Alignment with other National-Level-Equivalent frameworks

ISO/IEC EU eIDAS ITU.T
FICAM TFS / NIST SP800-63 refresh
UK IDAP GC/Canada NZ RealMe
Estonia Digital ID Program and Electronic Residency
NSTIC

Vectors of Trust
- Laws of Identity Relationships
- SP 800-63 Request for Information response
- Common Control Objectives for ID Assurance Frameworks
- Identity Proofing Standardization

The Future of Identity Assurance

Identity Proofing Standardization
- Attribute Based Access Control
- Attribute Verification and Assurance
- ABC4Trust Initiative
- Other Commercial initiatives related to Attribute provision

IAF Maintenance

Ongoing IAF maintenance
- Actively seek input from Assessors and Applicants for improvements
- Find and fix errata
- Add Privacy criteria/considerations into the SAC
- Define RP Obligations
- Could be model contracts or evaluation criteria or ???
- Review and refine Glossary / terms-definitions

Rotating through four standard Meeting Subjects
(Monthly All Hands; Round-robin through the activity areas)

Week 1: All Hands Meeting
Week 2: IAF Maintenance
Week 3: IAF Globalization
Week 4: Future of Identity Assurance
Week 5: Chair's discretion. Maybe collaborate on building marketing/presentation decks? Dunno.

In Depth Staff Report
Voting / Approvals
Discuss outbound liaison reports
Discuss Activity Area plans for upcoming month
Updates from: Kantara Board; Assurance Review Board; Leadership Council

New External Impacts
Events upcoming
Approve meeting backlog

WG Meeting Patterns
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